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Top Stories 

 According to WBIR 10 Knoxville, five tanker cars each with 30,000 gallons of holding 
capacity overturned in a train derailment on Tuesday near downtown Knoxville, 
Tennessee. Two of the five tanker cars leaked about 1,500 gallons of ethanol, and several 
businesses and residents evacuated themselves from the area after the spill. (See item 4) 

 KATU 2 Portland reports that vandals threw acid or paint stripper Sunday overnight on 15 
expensive SUVs at the Vic Alfonso Cadillac Dealership in Portland, Oregon, damaging the 
exteriors. The FBI is helping in the investigation of the vandalism, which could be the 
effort of an eco-terrorism group. (See item 43) 
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Energy Sector 

Current Electricity Sector Threat Alert Levels: Physical: ELEVATED, 
Cyber: ELEVATED 
Scale: LOW, GUARDED, ELEVATED, HIGH, SEVERE [Source: ISAC for the Electricity Sector (ES-ISAC) - 
[http://www.esisac.com]  

1. September 16, Wall Street Journal – (International) Pakistan police thwart 
attack. Islamic militants clad head-to-toe in women’s burqas attempted to attack an oil 
storage facility in Karachi, raising fears that insurgents are fleeing northwestern 
Pakistan and infiltrating the nation’s main business hub. Three gunmen, disguised as 
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women, tried to enter the high security facility used by oil companies, late on 
September 14, the city police chief told Pakistani television on September 15. When 
stopped by security guards, militants opened fire, killing one of the guards. The 
assailants fled during a gun battle, leaving behind their burqas, purses and hand 
grenades. “We suspect they wanted to carry out a big terrorist attack which our prompt 
police action thwarted,” said a police chief in an interview with the Geo TV Pakistan. 
Pakistan imports foreign oil through the Karachi port, and stores it there before 
transporting it throughout the country. An attack on the port facility could have 
threatened fuel supply for the country’s industry and transport, just as Pakistan’s 
economy is struggling to recover from a global downturn and security woes at home. 
Later on September 15, police arrested four men suspected to have been involved in the 
attack. During a house raid in Karachi, police found additional burqas, women’s 
handbags and weapons. Police suspected the assailants disguised themselves as women 
to try to slip past security check points. The arrested men were suspected to have been 
linked to the militant group led by the Taliban leader who was killed last month in a 
U.S. missile attack in South Waziristan. A large number of militants from Waziristan 
and other areas fleeing army attacks have been taking sanctuary in Karachi, according 
to the Sindh provincial home minister. 
Source: 
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB125302461090612089.html#mod=WSJ_hpp_LEFTTop
Stories 

2. September 16, Honolulu Star-Bulletin – (Hawaii) Chevron is fined $43,500 for 
alleged pollution of ocean. The Hawaii State Health Department is seeking a $43,500 
fine from the Chevron Hawaii Refinery for alleged water quality violations. The Clean 
Water Branch issued a notice of violation for the alleged discharge of red-colored 
effluent from the refinery’s foul-water treatment plant into the ocean between April 24 
and 29, according to a news release. The violation was discovered April 27 during an 
inspection of the facility. Warning signs were posted along the waterfront after the 
discovery. A Chevron spokesman said the company has taken action to prevent a 
similar incident from happening again. He said tests from an independent lab confirmed 
that the discharge was not toxic, and there have been no reports of any environmental 
damage. He said the company is reviewing whether to appeal or ask for a hearing on 
the notice of violation.  
Source: 
http://www.starbulletin.com/news/20090916_Chevron_is_fined_43500_for_alleged_po
llution_of_ocean.html 

3. September 15, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency – (National) EPA expects to 
revise rules for wastewater discharges from power plants. The U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) plans to revise the existing standards for water discharges 
from coal-fired power plants to reduce pollution and better protect America’s water. 
Wastewater discharged from coal ash ponds, air pollution control equipment, and other 
equipment at power plants can contaminate drinking water sources, cause fish and other 
wildlife to die and create other detrimental environmental effects. Earlier this year, 
EPA completed a multi-year study of power plant wastewater discharges and concluded 

http://www.starbulletin.com/news/20090916_Chevron_is_fined_43500_for_alleged_pollution_of_ocean.html
http://www.starbulletin.com/news/20090916_Chevron_is_fined_43500_for_alleged_pollution_of_ocean.html
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB125302461090612089.html#mod=WSJ_hpp_LEFTTopStories
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that current regulations, which were issued in 1982, have not kept pace with changes 
that have occurred in the electric power industry over the last three decades. Some of 
the equipment used to clean air emissions does so by “scrubbing” the boiler exhaust 
with water, and when the water is not properly managed it sends the pollution to rivers 
and other waterbodies. Treatment technologies are available to remove these pollutants 
before they are discharged to waterways, but these systems have been installed at only 
a fraction of the power plants. As part of the multi-year study, EPA measured the 
pollutants present in the wastewater and reviewed treatment technologies, focusing 
mostly on coal-fired power plants. Many of the toxic pollutants discharged from these 
power plants come from coal ash ponds and the flue gas desulfurization systems used 
to scrub sulfur dioxide from air emissions. Once the new rule for electric power plants 
is finalized, EPA and states would incorporate the new standards into wastewater 
discharge permits. 
Source: 
http://yosemite.epa.gov/opa/admpress.nsf/0/CE5C2D398240AF02852576320049A550 

4. September 15, WBIR 10 Knoxville – (Tennessee) 3 tankers back on track, now 
working on overturned cars. Authorities said three tankers are now back on the 
tracks, following a train derailment near downtown Knoxville. Crews are now focusing 
on the five cars that were actually overturned. They will likely work until about 4 a.m. 
Wednesday, according to a Knoxville Fire Department spokesman. Everyone has been 
cleared to return to their homes and businesses. The businesses on Cooper Street 
between Bernard and Fifth avenues remained evacuated until late Tuesday, but they 
should be ready to reopen Wednesday morning. No one has yet arrived to ask for help 
at a Red Cross Shelter set up at West View Wesleyan Church on Joyce Avenue. 
Volunteers plan to stay into the early evening hours just in case. The R.J. Corman 
company headed to Knoxville from West Virginia, with a piece of equipment known as 
a sidewinder, to right five tanker cars that overturned near downtown Knoxville. Two 
of those five tanker cars leaked ethanol. This particular ethanol is normally added to 
gasoline at around a 10 percent blend. Each of the tankers holds 30,000 gallons. About 
1,500 gallons of ethanol spilled overall. The Corman workers arrived around 6 p.m. 
Tuesday night. The sidewinder is a counter-weighted piece of equipment that can pick 
up the tankers and move them to where they need to be. Several businesses and 
residents evacuated themselves from the area after the spill, but no one reported to a 
Red Cross shelter set up on Joyce Avenue. 
Source: http://www.wbir.com/news/local/story.aspx?storyid=99008&provider=top 

5. September 15, Craig Daily Press – (Colorado) OSHA issues fines for April plant 
incident. The U.S. Occupational HealÂÂÂth and Safety AdminÂistration (OSHA) 
issued 18 citations this month to four subcontractors hired to work on an environmental 
upgrade to the Tri-State Generation and Transmission power plant south of Craig, 
Colorado. Tri-State was not cited because it did not have any workers involved, the 
OSHA area director said. All of the citations, which totaled $15,500 in fines, were 
related to an incident between midnight and 1 a.m. April 18 when 19 workers were sent 
to the emergency room. Although OSHA cited the various subcontractors that 
employed the workers sent to the Memorial Hospital, the OSHA area director said his 

http://www.wbir.com/news/local/story.aspx?storyid=99008&provider=top
http://yosemite.epa.gov/opa/admpress.nsf/0/CE5C2D398240AF02852576320049A550
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investigators were unable to find out what caused the illnesses. All that is known is that 
19 workers complained of “flu-like symptoms,” according to Tri-State officials, and 
were taken to the emergency room, treated and released. OSHA issued 10 citations 
totaling $9,375 in fines to Broomfield-based Casey Industrial, the most citations and 
fines of any of the four companies involved. The various violations by Casey included 
failing to evaluate respiratory hazards, failing to train employees on hazardous gases, 
failing to use an alarm system during the employee evacuation, failure to require 
protective gear for fly ash, and various unsafe procedures regarding electrical 
equipment. Power Source Services reÂÂceived the next highest total of citations and 
fines, with four violations accruing $4,400 in penalties. Power Source’s violations 
included not establishing a written respiratory protection program for employees, which 
led to an employee being exposed to an excessive concentration of hexavalent 
chromium, a known carcinogen. Steamboat Springs-based Arc Welding Specialists also 
was cited once for $1,200 for not using an evacuation alarm, and Topps Mechanical, of 
Techumseh, Nebraska, was cited twice for a total of $525 in fines. 
Source: 
http://www.craigdailypress.com/news/2009/sep/15/osha_issues_fines_april_plant_incid
ent/ 

[Return to top]  

Chemical Industry Sector 

6. September 16, Livingston County Daily Press & Argus – (Michigan) Explosion sparks 
fire. A mysterious explosion outside of Transtar Autobody Technologies in Genoa 
Township, Michigan may cost the company more than $60,000, an official from the 
Brighton Area Fire Department said September 15. The cause of the explosion is still 
under investigation after it sparked a small fire in the company’s incinerator. The 
company evacuated its employees. No one was injured. The explosion caused no 
damage to Transtar’s building, but said the company will have to replace its incinerator, 
which could cost more than $60,000. 
Source: 
http://www.livingstondaily.com/article/20090916/NEWS01/909160308/Explosion+spa
rks+fire 

For more stories, see items 4 and 26  
 
[Return to top]  

Nuclear Reactors, Materials and Waste Sector 

7. September 16, Global Security Newswire – (International) IAEA group to report on 
security challenges at nuclear plants. The International Nuclear Safety Group is 
preparing to issue a report on balancing safety and security needs at nuclear power 
facilities around the world, the group’s chairman told the International Atomic Energy 
Agency chief in an annual assessment letter. The official noted that interest in nuclear 

http://www.livingstondaily.com/article/20090916/NEWS01/909160308/Explosion+sparks+fire
http://www.livingstondaily.com/article/20090916/NEWS01/909160308/Explosion+sparks+fire
http://www.craigdailypress.com/news/2009/sep/15/osha_issues_fines_april_plant_incident/
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power programs is rapidly growing in nations around the world, including those with 
no prior nuclear energy experience. There are now 436 operational nuclear power 
plants. “In the case of a [nuclear power plant], the principal security concern is a 
terrorist attack that might result in the release of radioactive materials to the 
environment (The concern at fuel-cycle facilities also covers the possible theft of 
nuclear materials that might be used in a nuclear weapon),” the message states. “The 
terrorist threat has resulted in greatly enhanced security in recent years at [nuclear 
power plants].” Safety and security features overlap in numerous instances, the 
chairman noted, raising as an example infrastructure that would prevent both accidental 
and intentional incidents. “But there can be conflicts,” he added. “Perhaps most 
obviously, access controls that are imposed for security purposes can inhibit safety 
through limitations on access for maintenance or on egress to escape a fire or 
explosion. In the event of an attack, safety considerations might require access to an 
area at the same time as security forces might seek to deny access.” “In recognition of 
these facts, INSAG is evaluating the relationship between safety and security at NPPs 
and will shortly be releasing a document on the subject,” he wrote. “Its fundamental 
message is the need for evaluating safety and security in an integrated fashion so that 
an optimal balance is achieved.” 
Source: http://www.globalsecuritynewswire.org/gsn/nw_20090915_5803.php 

8. September 16, Reuters – (Michigan) DTE Mich. Fermi 2 reactor cut to 45 pct 
power. 1,122-megawatt Unit 2 at the Fermi power station in Michigan dipped to 45 pct 
power early Wednesday from full capacity Tuesday, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission said in a report. 
Source: 
http://www.reuters.com/article/rbssIndustryMaterialsUtilitiesNews/idUSN1611579420
090916 

9. September 16, Associated Press – (Vermont) Vermont Yankee: Fears of rising 
radiation. Vermont’s radiological health chief said Tuesday that recent changes at 
Vermont Yankee nuclear plant were likely to increase the radiation measured at an 
elementary school nearby. Nonetheless, said the official from the state Health 
Department, levels of radiation measured at Vernon Elementary School remain below 
state safety limits and well below federal limits. The health official comments came 
during a hearing before the legislature’s Administrative Rules Committee, which is 
reviewing changes to the way the state regulates radiation emissions at Vermont 
Yankee. The health official answered “yes” when the chairman of the committee asked 
if Vermont Yankee could still be within state-mandated radiation limits even while 
higher doses of radiation were falling on the school across the road from the plant in 
Vermont’s southeast corner. Entergy Nuclear, which owns the plant, has been buying 
property next to the plant and moving its site boundary farther from the reactor. The 
state monitors radiation using instruments called dosimeters posted at the plant site 
boundary. 
Source: http://www.courant.com/health/hc-vermont-
yankee0916.artsep16,0,6223842.story 

http://www.reuters.com/article/rbssIndustryMaterialsUtilitiesNews/idUSN1611579420090916
http://www.reuters.com/article/rbssIndustryMaterialsUtilitiesNews/idUSN1611579420090916
http://www.courant.com/health/hc-vermont-yankee0916.artsep16,0,6223842.story
http://www.courant.com/health/hc-vermont-yankee0916.artsep16,0,6223842.story
http://www.globalsecuritynewswire.org/gsn/nw_20090915_5803.php
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[Return to top]  

Critical Manufacturing Sector 

10. September 15, KLTV 7 East Texas – (Texas) Propane leak discovered, building 
evacuated. Employees of Harwood Industries in Smith County have evacuated the 
building after a propane leak was discovered on the premises. Authorities say they have 
secured the area, assisting the company as they fix the leak. Harwood Industries 
specializes in fiberglass. 
Source: http://www.kltv.com/Global/story.asp?S=11136077 

For another story, see item 12  
 
[Return to top]  

Defense Industrial Base Sector 

11. September 15, Air Force Times – (National) Air chief: Where F-22 stumbled, JSF 
will soar. With the F-35 slated to soon be the lone fifth-generation American fighter in 
production, the Air Force chief of staff expects the program will avoid major problems. 
“Because of things learned from F-22,” he said, he anticipates the F-35 will not 
experience the kinds of technical ailments that typically delay fighter development 
programs. Lockheed Martin is the prime contractor for both fighters. “Do I expect there 
will be software shutdowns that jeopardize the entire [F-35 program]? No,” he said. 
Meanwhile, the air chief said he opposes a Senate Appropriations Committee plan to 
use Air Force dollars to develop an exportable version of the F-22. The Pentagon this 
year shepherded through Congress a plan to cap the American F-22 fleet at 187 planes. 
He said he believes developing an exportable version would not be “the best use of our 
acquisition talent,” which he would rather tap to develop and field a new aerial tanker 
and long-range bombing aircraft. He noted the appropriations panel’s provision is 
merely a “recommendation, and not a mandate.” 
Source: http://www.airforcetimes.com/news/2009/09/airforce_f35_schwartz_091509w/ 

12. September 15, Radio Iowa – (Iowa) Sprinkler puts out fire at Rockwell Collins, 
employees evacuated. Nearly 700 employees at Rockwell Collins in Cedar Rapids, 
Iowa were evacuated from a number of buildings on September 15 because of a fire. 
The Cedar Rapids Fire Department spokesperson says a sprinkler system doused the 
fire, which started just above a drop-down tile ceiling over two interconnected 
buildings. “The sprinkler system worked like it was supposed to. It put out the fire,” he 
said. “Damage was contained to a 75 by 75 foot area. There is water damage in three 
buildings from the sprinkler system, but the good news is that everybody got out 
safely.” The fire was reported just after 9 a.m. within one of ten interconnected, single-
story metal buildings on the southeast side of the Rockwell campus. The spokesman 
says most of the damage occurred in areas containing office and communications 
equipment. A few dozen workers were sent home for the day because of the damage to 
their workplaces. “It could have been a lot worse if the fire would have got into the roof 

http://www.kltv.com/Global/story.asp?S=11136077
http://www.airforcetimes.com/news/2009/09/airforce_f35_schwartz_091509w/
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and spread throughout the whole complex,” he said. Investigators determined the fire 
started when sparks from a contractor’s LP-gas torch ignited paper facing on insulation 
between the roof and the drop-down tile ceiling. Contractors were on the roof of one of 
the buildings to patch a hole. 
Source: http://www.radioiowa.com/2009/09/15/sprinkler-puts-out-fire-at-rockwell-
collins-employees-evacuated/ 

13. September 15, Knoxville News Sentinel – (Tennessee) 25 minutes to respond to fake 
fire at Y-12’s uranium house. According to safety reps who witnessed a full-scale 
emergency exercise at Y-12’s newly constructed storehouse for bomb-grade uranium, it 
took more than 25 minutes for firefighters at the Oak Ridge plant to reach the simulated 
fire scene. The August 21 memo by staff of the Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety 
Board said the exercise scenario involved a fork-lift fire near operations personnel who 
were “conducting re-containerization tasks” in the new Highly Enriched Uranium 
Materials Facility. The safety board staffers said they shared their observations with Y-
12 management. Among those observations was that the person who discovered the fire 
initially reported it to the plant’s shift superintendent, when the proper thing apparently 
was to call 911. Also, one of the exercise controllers got involved and opened doors “to 
help initial responders access the scene of the fire.” The memo noted, “The site reps are 
inquiring whether B&W (the Y-12 contractor) has demonstrated the ability of fire 
department personnel to access the HEUMF material access area in emergency 
situations.” And, finally, the staffers wrote, “More than 25 minutes elapsed between the 
fire department being notified of the event and the arrival of initial responders to the 
scene of the fire.” 
Source: 
http://blogs.knoxnews.com/munger/2009/09/25_minutes_to_respond_to_fake.html 

[Return to top]  

Banking and Finance Sector 

14. September 16, New York Times – (International) Billion-dollar pyramid scheme rivets 
Lebanon. Money disappeared, judicial authorities say, in a billion-dollar pyramid 
scheme that has riveted Lebanon, a New York Times writer writes from Tura. Its 
mastermind, a businessman, was charged with fraud on September 12. Bankers say it is 
the biggest fraud of its kind this country has ever seen. Although the scandal is not 
likely to affect Lebanon’s broader economy, it could create real problems in the Shiite 
community, where some major real estate owners and businessmen went into debt to 
finance their investments. The full extent of the alleged swindle remains unclear, but 
the judicial official said the amount lost appeared to be at least $700 million, and 
possibly more than $1 billion. 
Source: http://dealbook.blogs.nytimes.com/2009/09/16/billion-dollar-pyramid-scheme-
rivets-lebanon/ 

15. September 15, U.S. Department of Justice – (International) California court bars four 
men from promoting alleged stock-loan tax fraud scheme. A federal judge in San 

http://blogs.knoxnews.com/munger/2009/09/25_minutes_to_respond_to_fake.html
http://dealbook.blogs.nytimes.com/2009/09/16/billion-dollar-pyramid-scheme-rivets-lebanon/
http://dealbook.blogs.nytimes.com/2009/09/16/billion-dollar-pyramid-scheme-rivets-lebanon/
http://www.radioiowa.com/2009/09/15/sprinkler-puts-out-fire-at-rockwell-collins-employees-evacuated/
http://www.radioiowa.com/2009/09/15/sprinkler-puts-out-fire-at-rockwell-collins-employees-evacuated/
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Francisco has issued permanent injunctions barring four individuals from promoting 
what a government lawsuit describes as a complex tax-fraud scheme involving several 
entities located around the globe, the Justice Department announced on September 15. 
A U.S. District Judge signed the injunction orders against two individuals of South 
Carolina; one from New York; and one from Jilin, China. The four agreed to the 
injunctions without admitting the government’s allegations against them. The 
government complaint filed in the case alleges that these four men and other defendants 
promoted a so-called “90% Stock Loan” program, using entities located in the United 
States, Hong Kong and the Isle of Man, that falsely purported to enable customers to 
contribute appreciated stocks or other securities in exchange for payments equal to 90% 
of the securities’ value without paying income tax on capital gains. Through this 
scheme, also known as the “Derivium” scheme, named after one of the companies 
involved, customers were allegedly told that they could avoid income tax because the 
transaction was a loan rather than a sale. But in fact, the government alleges, 
customers’ securities were actually sold to raise the funds to pay the customers. 
According to the complaint, the defendants sold the scheme to approximately 1,700 
customers nationwide, in transactions totaling over $1 billion. The complaint alleges 
that the scheme cost the U.S. Treasury an estimated $230 million or more. The same 
court barred another defendant from promoting the 90% loan program last year, after 
he agreed to a permanent injunction without admitting the government’s allegations. 
Source: http://www.reuters.com/article/pressRelease/idUS182611+15-Sep-
2009+PRN20090915 

16. September 15, Bloomberg – (New York) House panel to examine SEC, FDIC roles in 
takeover of Merrill. The Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. chairman and two U.S. 
Securities and Exchange Commission chairmen will be questioned by lawmakers over 
their roles in Bank of America Corp.’s takeover of Merrill Lynch & Co. The House 
Oversight and Government Reform Committee at a September 30 hearing will seek “to 
better understand the nature and extent of their involvement,” the committee chairman 
said on September 15 in a statement. The New York Democrat’s panel also will probe 
Bank of America’s proposed settlement with the SEC on claims the bank misled 
investors about Merrill Lynch bonuses. The SEC chairman and her predecessor, who 
led the agency during the Merrill takeover, will also testify, according to the statement. 
The committee previously questioned the Bank of America Chief Executive Officer, 
the Federal Reserve Chairman and the former Treasury Secretary. A U.S. District Judge 
in New York on September 14 rejected a proposed $33 million settlement that would 
have resolved the SEC’s claim that the company deceived investors about bonuses to 
be paid Merrill executives. The Judge said the accord appeared to be a “contrivance” 
between the regulator and Bank of America and questioned why executives or their 
lawyers were not being sanctioned for the disclosures. 
Source: http://www.bloomberg.com/apps/news?pid=20601087&sid=afyhuvXnq0FE 

[Return to top]  

Transportation Sector 

http://www.bloomberg.com/apps/news?pid=20601087&sid=afyhuvXnq0FE
http://www.reuters.com/article/pressRelease/idUS182611+15-Sep-2009+PRN20090915
http://www.reuters.com/article/pressRelease/idUS182611+15-Sep-2009+PRN20090915
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17. September 16, Associated Press – (Florida) Unmanned plane gets loose at 
airport. Officials say a small, unmanned plane was destroyed after rolling away from 
its pilot and crashing into a building at a Titusville airport. The Titusville Fire 
Department reports that the pilot had apparently started the Cessna 152 with the hand 
crank Tuesday morning. With only one wing tied down, the plane began to pivot. It 
eventually broke free completely and rolled down the runway. The plane stopped when 
it crashed into a building, but rescue officials say the potential for damage and injury 
could have been much worse. The pilot received minor injuries when the plane 
knocked him down, but he refused medical treatment.  
Source: http://www.miamiherald.com/news/florida/AP/story/1235870.html 

18. September 16, Green Bay Press Gazette – (Wisconsin) Wind dictated 757’s path near 
Lambeau Field during game. A Boeing 757 approaching Austin Straubel 
International Airport during the Bears-Packers game Sunday night correctly used the 
air space around Lambeau Field, according to Federal Aviation Administration rules. 
The plane caused a stir with some fans at the game who were concerned about its 
proximity. A regional spokesman for the FAA and the airport director say the approach 
was allowed under government rules, and the wind direction — planes generally land 
into the wind — dictated that approach as the safest option for the aircraft. The 757 was 
sent to the Green Bay area Sunday night to pick up the Bears players after the game, 
according to the FAA. Under temporary flight restrictions established around events 
like Packers games, aircraft on approach are still allowed in the area, as are aircraft 
involved in the production of an event — including aircraft carrying cameras. “We 
allow planes to go into that space when we are in complete control and we’re talking to 
them,” said an FAA spokesman with the Great Lakes Region. “Normally we’d (bring 
them in) the other way, but the winds were such that this was the safest approach for 
them.” The FAA allowed the approach, and controllers were in contact with the 
aircraft’s crew, he said. The agency has had two media calls on the plane and the tower 
told him they took a “couple calls.” The airport director said the size of the 757 — a 
larger aircraft than the area sees daily — may have made it appear lower than it 
actually was. This is not the first time the flight pattern at the airport raised eyebrows 
during Packers games. A similar incident occurred in September 2001 during the first 
Monday Night Football game after the September 11th terrorist attacks, when the 
Packers played the Washington Redskins at home. 
Source: 
http://www.greenbaypressgazette.com/article/20090915/PKR01/309150045/1058 

19. September 16, Tallahassee Democrat – (Florida) Hair clippers, cologne lead to brief 
evacuation of Tallahassee Regional Airport. The front lobby and ticket area at the 
Tallahassee Regional Airport was briefly evacuated this morning after airport officials 
found what they thought might be a grenade in luggage. However, emergency 
responders quickly determined that what appeared to be a grenade was actually hair 
clippers and a bottle of cologne, said the assistant superintendent of airport operations. 
It happened about 9:50 a.m. when workers with the Transportation Security 
Administration spotted what they thought could be a grenade in luggage that was 
moving through a screening device. “Further review and analysis determined it was not 

http://www.miamiherald.com/news/florida/AP/story/1235870.html
http://www.greenbaypressgazette.com/article/20090915/PKR01/309150045/1058
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a threat,” the supervisor said. “It was not a hand grenade. And everything was re-
opened.” The whole incident lasted about 10 minutes. No flights were delayed. The 
Tallahassee Fire Department’s hazardous materials team was called to the Tallahassee 
Regional Airport about 10 a.m., but the Hazmat call was canceled before the team 
arrived at the airport. 
Source: 
http://www.tallahassee.com/article/20090916/BREAKINGNEWS/90916005/Updated+
+Electric+hair+clippers+lead+to+brief+evacuation+of+Tallahassee+Regional+Airport
+lobby 

20. September 15, Wall Street Journal – (Pennsylvania) Arabic flashcards land college 
student in jail. The Transportation Security Administration has “behavior detection” 
officers roaming airports looking for suspicious behavior. Two weeks ago, officers at 
Philadelphia International Airport flagged a student at Pomona College, as worthy of 
scrutiny before he got to a checkpoint for a flight back to school in California. TSA 
searched his backpack and found Arabic-language flashcards. His passport also had a 
stamp from Jordan — where he went overseas to study Arabic for a semester — and 
Egypt and the Sudan. “I understand I might warrant a second look,” said the college 
senior from Wyncote, Pennsylvania. He thought with student IDs, including his student 
ID from Jordan, and a pretty standard explanation he would be on his way. After some 
questions from TSA, a Philadelphia police officer put handcuffs on the college student 
and took him to an airport police holding cell. The cuffs stayed on for two hours, then 
were removed. Two FBI agents arrived a couple of hours later, questioned him and 
decided he was not a threat. He was given a ticket to fly the next day. A Philadelphia 
police lieutenant told the student that police were called because TSA got suspicious 
about the Arabic flash cards and because he had longer hair in his driver’s license and 
passport photos than his current clean-cut appearance. 
Source: http://blogs.wsj.com/middleseat/2009/09/15/tsa-suspicions-arabic-flashcards-
land-college-student-in-jail/ 

21. September 15, Fairfax Times – (Virginia) Dulles Airport takes security to a new 
level. As of early Tuesday morning, security at Washington Dulles International 
Airport has been taken to greater heights. The Metropolitan Washington Airports 
Authority has unveiled a newly built mezzanine level in the main terminal of Dulles 
Airport for the Transportation Security Administration to use for passenger security 
screening. The mezzanine level measures nearly 122,000 square feet and houses two 
new passenger security screening areas, east and west checkpoints that together replace 
the former barricades that were located behind the ticketing kiosks on the departures 
level. The new screening areas house 24 lanes, 16 on the west wing and eight on the 
east wing, a total of four more than were previously available.  The four additional 
lanes will allow 600 more people to be screened per hour, according to TSA’s federal 
security director at the airport. “The former system was sometimes chaotic and 
confusing,” he said during a media preview of the new security floor Thursday. “This 
will be a better experience for travelers.” Total security screening capacity is now 4,000 
people per hour, he said, adding that the area can be accessed from both the ticketing 
and baggage claim areas. Signs leading to the security level that say “To All Gates” 

http://blogs.wsj.com/middleseat/2009/09/15/tsa-suspicions-arabic-flashcards-land-college-student-in-jail/
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http://www.tallahassee.com/article/20090916/BREAKINGNEWS/90916005/Updated++Electric+hair+clippers+lead+to+brief+evacuation+of+Tallahassee+Regional+Airport+lobby
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will be posted on both levels. Security checks for “expert travelers” who utilize the 
exclusive Dulles Diamond lanes will remain on the baggage claim level. The overall 
program will include a new international arrivals area, which is set to open in October, 
and a new airport-wide train system, currently scheduled to open by the end of the year. 
When the train system opens, it will replace many of the current “mobile lounges” that 
currently transport passengers to various concourses. The train system is currently in a 
testing phase. A MWAA spokeswoman said that even after the train system is in use, 
some mobile lounges will continue to be used “in a limited capacity” for the D 
concourse to transport arriving international passengers. Employee security at Dulles 
involves a layered “curbside-to-cockpit” approach, including random checks that make 
it impossible to circumvent or predict. “We have zero tolerance for theft,” she said. 
Last month, a United Airlines employee who worked at Dulles was arrested for 
allegedly stealing items from passengers’ checked luggage. Authorities estimated that 
the Herndon woman had allegedly been tampering with passenger luggage since at 
least 2004. 
Source: http://www.fairfaxtimes.com/news/2009/sep/15/dulles-airport-takes-security-
new-level/ 

22. September 15, WCVB 5 Boston – (Massachusetts) Engineer ‘misjudges’ track; 20 
riders hurt in crash. The engineer operating a commuter train that hit a barrier at 
South Station in Boston on Tuesday, injuring at least 20 people, admitted he misjudged 
the distance to the end of the track, rail officials said. An MBTA spokesman said the 
Massachusetts Bay Commuter Rail Co. engineer admitted that he misjudged the length 
of the track. “It’s become pretty clear that this was caused by operator error,” the 
spokesman said. “The engineer has made a statement to his supervisors saying that he 
misjudged the distance between the train and the end of the platform.” The operator, a 
35-year-old man whose name has not been released, is a 13-year veteran of the railway 
— including seven years with the MBCR and six years with Amtrak, a spokesman for 
the rail company said. The engineer has a clean disciplinary record and cell phone use 
has been ruled out, the rail company said. Officials estimated the train was traveling at 
about 1 to 2 mph at the time of the crash. “It had to be less than 5 mph. There is hardly 
any damage to the train. There is a big rubber bumper there. It was more jarring for 
people caught off balance,” said a Boston Fire Department Deputy Chief. There were 
about 300 people, including an engineer and three conductors, on the six-car train at the 
time of the incident. There were no serious injuries reported. Of the 20 people who 
were injured, 13 were taken to local hospitals, two people later went to the hospital and 
five people refused treatment. As of 2 p.m., all but one of the passengers had been 
treated and released. That patient had a pre-existing medical condition, according to 
Boston Medical Center. 
Source: http://www.thebostonchannel.com/cnn-news/20921807/detail.html 

For another story, see item 4  
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23. September 15, Associated Press – (Oklahoma) Bag containing suspicious residue 
found at Lottery Commission, being tested. A plastic bag containing a suspicious 
white residue created a stir at the Oklahoma Lottery Commission’s office. The 
marketing director says an employee found the bag on the floor under a table in the 
mailroom about 3:30 p.m. Tuesday. Oklahoma City police and fire officials were 
called, and the hazardous materials unit was eventually brought in to transport the 
material to the Health Department to determine whether the substance was dangerous, 
such as anthrax spores. The marketing director says the bag contained a small amount 
of a crystal-like white residue. He says three workers who came in contact with the 
material were examined and are fine. Employees were not evacuated and the office 
remained open. The marketing director says Health Department officials will report 
back to the lottery once they have determined what the substance is. 
Source: http://www.kfsm.com/news/sns-ap-ok--lottery-powder,0,6708948.story 

[Return to top]  

Agriculture and Food Sector 

24. September 16, Associated Press – (Iowa) 25 Iowa counties added to USDA disaster 
list. Twenty-five Iowa counties hit by storms, hail and flooding in early August have 
been designated disaster areas eligible for agricultural assistance, according to a state 
Senator. Eight counties have been declared primary natural disaster areas: Calhoun, 
Grundy, Hamilton, Hardin, Ida, Sac, Webster and Woodbury. The others are 
contiguous disaster areas: Black Hawk, Boone, Buena Vista, Butler, Carroll, Cherokee, 
Crawford, Franklin, Greene, Humboldt, Marshall, Monona, Plymouth, Pocahontas, 
Story, Tama and Wright.  
Source: 
http://www.desmoinesregister.com/article/20090916/NEWS/90916004/1030/BUSINES
S01 

25. September 15, Associated Press – (National) Northwest salmon plan released, then 
blasted. The U.S President said this week it will be more aggressive in protecting 
declining Pacific Northwest salmon runs and will study breaching some dams as a last 
resort in a long-awaited management plan. The administration submitted the plan to a 
federal judge Tuesday in Portland, immediately drawing anger from both sides of the 
debate: some called it too weak, while a few predicted it would economically cripple 
the Northwest. Called a “biological opinion,” the plan is intended to guide 
hydroelectric dam operations and fish conservation programs in the Columbia Basin for 
the next decade. This new plan would immediately boost mitigation programs to help 
salmon survival, expand research and monitoring, and set specific biological “triggers” 
for even stronger measures, if numbers of threatened fish fail to reach certain 
benchmarks. The administration said it will speed up things such as habitat 
improvement projects because of concerns about uncertainties such as the effect of 
climate change. The revised plan also directs the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to 
begin studying removal of the Snake River dams in Washington state, but warned it 
was “viewed as an action of last resort.” No action would be taken before 2013 at the 

http://www.kfsm.com/news/sns-ap-ok--lottery-powder,0,6708948.story
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earliest. 
Source: http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/32864506/ns/us_news-environment/ 

26. September 14, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency – (Kansas) Reser’s Fine Foods, 
Inc. to pay civil penalty for failing to timely report ammonia leak to emergency 
response centers. The owner of a Topeka, Kansas food processing plant has agreed to 
pay a $13,460 civil penalty to the United States for failing to make timely notifications 
to local, state and federal emergency response authorities about an accidental leak of 
anhydrous ammonia at the plant in December 2007. Reser’s Fine Foods, Inc., 
headquartered in Beaverton, Oregon has also agreed to purchase $22,679 worth of 
emergency response equipment for the Topeka Fire Department, as part of a settlement 
agreement filed today in Kansas City. On December 19, 2007, a 1,500-pound release of 
anhydrous ammonia occurred at Reser’s Topeka facility causing more than 100 
employees to evacuate, and sending a local firefighter to the hospital for treatment of 
skin irritation. Reser’s food processing plant stored and used the gas in its refrigeration 
systems. According to a consent agreement filed today, Reser’s was legally required to 
immediately report the anhydrous ammonia release to the National Response Center, to 
the State Emergency Response Commission, and to the Local Emergency Planning 
Committee. However, investigation showed the National Response Center was 
contacted 50 minutes after the release, the Local Emergency Planning Committee was 
contacted 25 hours and 10 minutes after the release, and the State Emergency Response 
Commission was never contacted. 
Source: 
http://yosemite.epa.gov/opa/admpress.nsf/0/1D280CCE1F9E8419852576320048322A 

[Return to top]  

Water Sector 

27. September 16, Ledger-Enquirer – (Georgia) Faulty weld cause of Columbus water 
tank collapse. A faulty weld caused the April collapse of the largest water storage tank 
in Muscogee County, Georgia according to documents released by the Columbus Water 
Works Tuesday afternoon. The steel tank that held river water awaiting treatment failed 
in the early morning, sending a 6-million-gallon flood onto J.R. Allen Parkway and 
River Road. There was property damage to homes, Lake Oliver marina and power 
transmission poles, but no serious injuries. The Water Works had two engineering 
firms — Krebs Architecture and Engineering and Jordan, Jones and Goulding 
Engineers — investigate the collapse. “Both independently found that the collapse was 
due to a failure in a welded seam which triggered a full top to bottom split of the tank,” 
a Water Works release stated. The split came at an 8-by-8-foot door plate installed in 
1993, the Water Works president said. The seam had held for 16 years before it gave 
way about 4 a.m. on April 25. The instant release of the water turned the tank’s 32-
foot-high steel wall into a veritable bulldozer blade that cleared off the pine trees and 
growth on the hill between the tank and the parkway. “The door was cut into the side of 
the tank to facilitate the cleaning,” he said. The weld was done by an outside firm and 
not the Water Works. There were no visible signs of weakening around the door, 

http://yosemite.epa.gov/opa/admpress.nsf/0/1D280CCE1F9E8419852576320048322A
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according to the Water Works release. The Water Works is seeking about $150,000 
from Trident to cover the cost of cleaning and repairing nearby property. The morning 
of the collapse, the Water Works facilitated the cleaning of homes that were affected. 
Georgia Power had about $125,000 in damages to transmission poles, he said. The city 
reported about $40,000 in water damage to Lake Oliver marina, where most of the 
water went back into the river. The rest of the damage is to private residences. The 
Water Works will replace the tank that was built in 1965 with two 4-million-gallon 
concrete tanks. The insurance settlement money and $1 million from the utility’s 
capital improvement fund will pay for the tanks. 
Source: http://www.ledger-enquirer.com/news/story/841023.html 

28. September 15, Colorado Independent – (Colorado) Scuttled mine clean-up bill will 
rise again in Congress. An environmental clean-up bill that would see industrially 
contaminated water evacuated from the Leadville Mine Drainage Tunnel was voted 
down last week in Congress. The bill has been mostly noncontroversial on its face and 
is expected to pass once it returns to the House floor. But when the bill will return for a 
vote is yet to be determined. The House bill would order the federal Bureau of 
Reclamation to take responsibility for the water trapped in the tunnel behind a 
blockage, but was rejected last week. Whatever way the bill returns, it is unlikely to 
return to committee. The federal agency, which owns the tunnel, agreed in 2008 to 
temporarily treat water pumped from behind the blockage on a temporary basis, after 
the issue received heavy media attention. But has resisted lawmakers’ attempts to force 
it to do any more to stabilize the tunnel — or to agree to treat the water in perpetuity. 
The Leadville Mine Drainage Tunnel bill comes as a late legislative mop-up in the 
matter, trailing already a year and a half after Lake County commissioners declared a 
state of emergency in the town in February 2008. Local officials argued that the pool of 
contaminated water trapped by collapses in the tunnel was an immediate threat to the 
lives and well-being of Lake County residents. The tunnel, built by the Bureau of 
Mines to drain Leadville’s mines for the war effort, was begun during World War II. In 
1959, the Bureau of Reclamation purchased the tunnel as a water source. It later 
discovered that the water flowing from the tunnel was contaminated, and by 1992, it 
had built a plant to treat the water at the mouth of the tunnel. The collapses have 
prevented much of this mine drainage from reaching the plant. In response to the Lake 
County commissioners’ 2008 emergency declaration, the Bureau of Reclamation 
agreed to treat water pumped from behind the blockage on a temporary basis — but 
argued that it did not have the authority to do so in perpetuity. 
Source: http://coloradoindependent.com/37682/scuttled-mine-clean-up-bill-will-rise-
again-in-congress 

29. September 15, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency – (California) U.S. EPA awards 
more than $86,000 to Northern California tribes following major illegal dump 
cleanups. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) recently awarded a 
$38,553 grant to the Yurok Tribe and $47,798 to the Karuk Tribe in Northern 
California to improve solid waste management practices within their communities 
following significant illegal dump cleanups led by a state-funded contractor with 
assistance from the tribes. To date, more than 200 tons of solid and hazardous waste, 
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including tires, appliances, batteries, flammable and toxic solids, and 400 vehicles have 
been removed from the Klamath River watershed. The cleanup effort began in October 
2008 and has since significantly reduced health threats caused by illegal dumping along 
the Klamath and Trinity Rivers. The tribes will use the EPA grants to integrate and 
expand current recycling programs and develop a system to track current recycling in 
an effort to move their communities back toward sustainable waste management 
practices. The awards follow large cleanup efforts of solid and hazardous waste from 
the Yurok, Hoopa and Karuk tribal lands, in collaboration with state, federal and local 
agencies. These efforts gained significant momentum in August 2008, when the 
California Integrated Waste Management Board approved $800,000 in funding to clean 
up illegal dump sites on the Yurok Reservation with assistance from the U.S. EPA, 
Indian Health Services and the Yurok Tribe. 
Source: 
http://yosemite.epa.gov/opa/admpress.nsf/0/B569CDDD8EE923B085257632007D8BB
8 

30. September 15, Water Technology Online – (West Virginia) WV town sued over 
untreated sewage discharges. A federal lawsuit against the town of Fort Gay, West 
Virginia alleges that Fort Gay residents may have been exposed to drinking water that 
contained untreated sewage and seeks an injunction requiring Fort Gay to comply with 
federal Clean Water and Safe Drinking Water acts, according to a September 14 report 
in The Record. The lawsuit, filed July 28 by the federal government and the state of 
West Virginia, through the Department of Environmental Protection and the 
Department of Health and Human Resources, asks for a preliminary or permanent 
injunction. The injunction would force Fort Gay to take all steps necessary to eliminate 
or minimize the risk to human health that is posed by the discharge of untreated 
sewage. The sewage allegedly is dumped into a tributary upstream of an intake for 
drinking water, the newspaper said. The lawsuit also seeks Fort Gay’s compliance with 
its National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System permit. The lawsuit claims the 
problems are due to failure at Fort Gay’s pump stations, situations that have resulted in 
Fort Gay receiving 23 notices of violation pertaining to its wastewater treatment and 
conveyance system since January 2003. 
Source: http://watertechonline.com/news.asp?N_ID=72579 

For another story, see item 3  
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Public Health and Healthcare Sector 

31. September 15, U.S. Food and Drug Administration – (National) FDA approves 
vaccines for 2009 H1N1 influenza virus. The U.S. Food and Drug Administration 
announced Tuesday that it has approved four vaccines against the 2009 H1N1 influenza 
virus. The vaccines will be distributed nationally after the initial lots become available, 
which is expected within the next four weeks. The vaccines are made by CSL Limited, 
MedImmune LLC, Novartis Vaccines and Diagnostics Limited, and Sanofi Pasteur Inc. 
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All four firms manufacture the H1N1 vaccines using the same processes, which have a 
long record of producing safe seasonal influenza vaccines. Based on preliminary data 
from adults participating in multiple clinical studies, the 2009 H1N1 vaccines induce a 
robust immune response in most healthy adults eight to 10 days after a single dose, as 
occurs with the seasonal influenza vaccine. Clinical studies under way will provide 
additional information about the optimal dose in children. The recommendations for 
dosing will be updated if indicated by findings from those studies. The findings are 
expected in the near future. 
Source: 
http://www.fda.gov/NewsEvents/Newsroom/PressAnnouncements/ucm182399.htm 

32. September 15, USA Today – (National) CDC: Swine flu causing deadly lung 
infections like avian virus. Autopsies show that the H1N1 swine flu virus can cause 
deep, fatal lung infections rarely seen in seasonal flu but common with the deadly avian 
strain, experts reported today. Reuters tells us that “this virus is different from seasonal 
influenza, even if it has not yet caused more deaths.” Tests on about 100 Americans 
who died from swine flu virus found that they had infections deep in their lungs, which 
caused acute respiratory distress syndrome. Often fatal, it fills the air sacs with fluid, 
starves the blood of oxygen and leaves patients gasping for breath. Basically, patients 
suffocate or drown. Unlike seasonal flu, the H1N1 virus frequently causes severe 
problems in younger adults and children. 
Source: http://blogs.usatoday.com/ondeadline/2009/09/cdc-swine-flu-causing-deadly-
lung-infections-like-avian-virus.html 

33. September 15, HealthDay – (National) Antibiotics bought easily on the 
internet. Consumers who decide on their own that they need antibiotics can easily find 
and buy the medications on the Internet, without the benefit of a prescription, new 
research shows. The practice is illegal, the study authors said, and could contribute to 
an overuse of antibiotics that is known to create resistant bacteria which, in turn, can 
cause life-threatening infections. One expert agreed the trend has troubling 
implications. “The expanded and uncontrolled use of antibiotics is a public health 
hazard because of the impact on creating multiple drug-resistant bacteria,” said the 
chair of the department of family medicine and community health at the University of 
Miami Miller School of Medicine. Most previous research and attention has focused on 
overprescribing by doctors, said the lead author of a paper appearing in the 
September/October issue of the Annals of Family Medicine. “Unfortunately, it’s 
misleading to make the assumption that that’s only where antibiotics are available,” he 
noted. 
Source: http://www.healthday.com/Article.asp?AID=630934 

[Return to top]  

Government Facilities Sector 

34. September 15, Seattle Post Intelligencer – (Washington) Seattle police close 
downtown street following scare at Federal Building. Police have closed one block 
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of Second Avenue as officers move to investigate a suspicious package left outside the 
Henry M Jackson Federal Building in Seattle. Officers were called to the area shortly 
before 8 a.m. Tuesday following a report that a suspicious backpack had been placed in 
a tent erected by a protester outside the building, said a spokesman for the U.S. General 
Services Administration. The spokesman said the protester, apparently concerned about 
the treatment of veterans, had set up the tent days before on city property adjacent to 
the federal building. Early Tuesday morning, a backpack was left at the tent. Seattle 
police had cordoned off the area Tuesday morning, closing the street to traffic between 
Madison Street and Marion Street. Neither the spokesman nor a police spokeswoman 
could estimate when the street would reopen. 
Source: http://blog.seattlepi.com/seattle911/archives/179231.asp 

35. September 15, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency – (Tennessee; National) EPA 
completes monitoring and analysis at two Tennessee schools. The U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency posted air toxics monitoring results and analyses 
from two Tennessee schools today. In March, EPA announced it would monitor levels 
of toxics in the air outside 63 schools. EPA had identified manganese, a metal 
commonly used in manufacturing, as the pollutant most likely to be of concern at the 
schools and monitored for manganese at those schools over a two-month period. At 
both schools, air quality samples found manganese levels that did not indicate 
significant health concern for short- or long-term exposures. In their analysis, EPA 
experts examined a number of factors, including data from the air quality monitors; 
information on wind direction and wind speed from meteorological stations located at 
the schools; data on historical wind and weather patterns in the area; and information 
about manganese sources in the area. They also examined information about 
manganese and health effects associated with long-term exposure. EPA today also 
posted preliminary data from monitoring at five other schools in three different states. 
It is too soon to draw conclusions from the preliminary data. Once monitoring is 
complete at these schools, EPA will analyze the full set of results to evaluate the 
potential for health concerns related to long-term exposure to these pollutants. 
Monitoring is now under way at the majority of the rest of the 63 schools. EPA and 
states have identified these 63 schools as priorities for the initiative, which is designed 
to help determine whether long-term exposure to toxics in the outdoor air poses health 
concerns for schoolchildren and staff. State and local agencies are taking periodic 
samples of the outdoor air at the schools over a period of 60 days. 
Source: 
http://yosemite.epa.gov/opa/admpress.nsf/0/A944C1782CC05594852576320067AADF 

36. September 14, National Nuclear Security Administration – (National) NNSA official 
testifies before House Homeland Security Subcommittee on Emerging 
Radiological Threats. The Associate Assistant Deputy Administrator for Global 
Threat Reduction at the National Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA) Monday 
testified before the House Homeland Security Subcommittee on Emerging Threats 
during a field hearing in Brooklyn, New York. He highlighted the role that NNSA’s 
Global Threat Reduction Initiative (GTRI) plays in further improving the security of 
high-risk radioactive sources. NNSA’s “GTRI works very closely with its federal 
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partners, each of which has a unique role ensuring a comprehensive system of 
oversight, prevention, and protection of civilian radiological sources,” said the official. 
He noted that NNSA has initiated a number of voluntary security efforts to further 
mitigate potential threats. “These include eliminating unwanted sources, hardening kits 
for specific irradiators, facility wide voluntary security enhancements, specialized 
training courses for security and law enforcement personnel, and table top exercises for 
first responders.” 
Source: http://nnsa.energy.gov/2540.htm 

For another story, see item 23  
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Emergency Services Sector 

37. September 16, WTAE 4 Pittsburgh – (Pennsylvania) Glassport police dog 
poisoned. Allegheny County, Pennsylvania, police are trying to figure out who 
poisoned a police dog in Glassport. The deputy who works with the dog noticed he was 
acting strangely and when he took a closer look at the dog’s outdoor kennel, he found a 
green puddle of anti-freeze and a rag hanging over the dog’s fence. The veterinarian 
who tested the dog’s blood said anti-freeze has a sweet taste, which can be appealing to 
dogs. The dog spent Monday night on dialysis at AVETS in Monroeville, undergoing 
more than five hours of dialysis. The dog is expected to recover.  
Source: http://www.thepittsburghchannel.com/cnn-news/20914391/detail.html 

38. September 16, KBZK 7 Bozeman – (Montana) Helena conducts disaster drill. A 
magnitude 6.3 earthquake shook Helena in 1953, and now Montana is re-creating that 
disaster in order to better prepare for the future. In a natural disaster, the Governor is 
notified immediately to sign appropriate forms including an emergency declaration to 
get the federal government involved. That scenario played out Tuesday morning during 
a Capitol evacuation. The Montana National Guard participated in creating a fake 
“downtown” area with five collapsed structures, with rubble strewn about a two-acre 
plot with 266 feet of tunnel underneath. There are six entrances into the pile, but each 
entrance has a different scenario for moving heavy equipment, rescuing victims, and 
navigating tight spaces. In a real event, the National Guard is called in as soon as local 
resources are overwhelmed, and sometimes the Governor may even need to call on 
neighboring states to help. 
Source: http://www.montanasnewsstation.com/Global/story.asp?S=11137456 

[Return to top]  

Information Technology Sector 

39. September 15, Tech Herald – (International) Study: IT focused on the wrong 
network threats. A new report that looks at data collected from March-August 2009, 
from the SANS Institute, TippingPoint, and Qualys, essentially says IT security teams 
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are misdirected. Security operations within IT are focused on operating system issues, 
leaving the two largest security problems, client-side software and web applications, on 
the back burner. The attack data in the report comes from IPS appliances deployed by 
TippingPoint at some 6,000 companies and government agencies. Vulnerability data 
comes from Qualys, via various appliances and software that monitored more than 
9,000,000 systems, running over 100,000,000 scans. The combined information from 
Qualys and TippingPoint was then vetted by the SANS Institute, and the Internet Storm 
Center. The report focuses on three things. The first is that IT operations for the most 
part are making great strides in patching and securing the infrastructure from operating 
system threats. Other than the issues with Conficker, there were no new Worms based 
on operating system flaws during the time the data was collected. With that said, the 
other side of the operating system coin is that the number of buffer overflow attacks 
tripled from May-June to July-August, accounting for more than 90-percent of the 
attacks against Windows. The other two issues, mostly ignored by IT security, are the 
reason buffer overflow attacks worked so well during the testing period. The jump in 
the overflow based attacks correlated with the increase in the number of client-side 
software and web application vulnerabilities. “Waves of targeted email attacks, often 
called spear phishing, are exploiting client-side vulnerabilities in commonly used 
programs such as Adobe PDF Reader, QuickTime, Adobe Flash and Microsoft Office. 
This is currently the primary initial infection vector used to compromise computers that 
have Internet access,” the report says while discussing client-side software. 
Source: http://www.thetechherald.com/article.php/200938/4443/Study-IT-focused-on-
the-wrong-network-threats 

40. September 15, The Register – (International) Australia mulls botnet takedown 
scheme. Australia is considering the adopting of a code that would oblige ISPs to 
contact, and in extreme cases perhaps even disconnect, customers with malware-
infested computers. The voluntary eSecurity Code is designed to put a squeeze on the 
estimated 100,000 zombies in Australia, each of which might be capable of kicking out 
10,000 junk emails a day. Pilot data sharing schemes in Australia are praised for 
resulting in the reduction of malware-infected systems. Around 68 ISPs were involved 
in a 2007 Australian Internet Security Initiative (AISI) programme credited with reports 
of 10,000 compromises every day. The scheme cost a relatively modest A$4.7 million 
over four years. Australia’s Internet Industry Association (IIA) is hoping to extend this 
scheme via a draft code of conduct, set to be applied from December onwards. A 
consultation scheme on the programme is due to run until 30 October 2009. Once an 
ISP following the code has detected a compromised computer, it should contact the 
customer and offer a clean-up advice. The scheme also covers a reporting system. ISPs 
that adhere to the scheme gain the right to display an IIA tortoise logo on their site. 
Technology for identifying and blocking compromised clients and for delivering “clean 
feed” internet traffic exists, but is not cheap. Whether ISPs will be able to create a 
business model for getting customers to pay the cost of security-enhanced services is a 
potential obstacle to the scheme. ISPs would be doing the cause of internet hygiene a 
favour in taking part in a zombie-clampdown scheme, but that’s not going to happen if 
it places them at a competitive disadvantage to those who carry on regardless.  
Source: http://www.theregister.co.uk/2009/09/15/oz_botnet_takedown_scheme/ 
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Internet Alert Dashboard 

To report cyber infrastructure incidents or to request information, please contact US-CERT at sos@us-cert.gov or 
visit their Website: http://www.us-cert.gov. 
 
Information on IT information sharing and analysis can be found at the IT ISAC (Information Sharing and 
Analysis Center) Website: https://www.it-isac.org/.  
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Communications Sector 

41. September 16, Sky News – (International) Businesses without phones for a 
week. Thousands of homes and businesses in Sydney’s CBD have lost phone and 
internet connections after a contractor accidentally severed crucial cables. Contractors 
working for Energy Australia cut through a bundle of 10,000 Telstra copper wires and 
some multiple-fiber optical cables near the corner of York and Erskine streets about 
9.30pm (AEST) on September 15. The contractors have told Energy Australia they 
used ‘Dial Before You Dig’ plans before digging, but an audit of the contractors, work 
equipment and procedures is being carried out. A Telstra spokesman said thousands of 
customers across the northeast of the CBD would be without mobile, fixed and wireless 
services for about a week. “There will be many thousands, the exact number we don’t 
know because we’re still plotting where this cable serves in the city,” the spokesman 
told reporters in Sydney on September 16. 
Source: http://www.skynews.com.au/topstories/article.aspx?id=373303 

42. September 16, Ventura County Star – (California) Outage upsets customers of 
Verizon. A small fire turned into a big headache this week for thousands of Conejo 
Valley residents in the incorporated Lynn Ranch area who have been left without 
telephone and Internet service. The fire burned some bushes on September 13 in an 
industrial park about a mile west of Lynn Ranch, going up a utility pole and damaging 
telephone and Internet copper lines in two cables. The cables are owned by Verizon, 
which said the fire disrupted service for 2,400 of its customers. About 900 of them 
should have their service restored by September 16, and the company hopes the rest 
will have service by September 18, a spokesman said. A Verizon spokesman said 
restoring service to thousands of customers is a labor-intensive process since workers 
must manually resplice both ends of each cable, including two wires going to each 
household. The outage has affected schools and other organizations. Madrona 
Elementary School, in the 600 block of Camino Manzanas, has been without phone 
service. No one could be reached at the school on September 15 by landline.  
Source: http://www.venturacountystar.com/news/2009/sep/16/outage-upsets-
customers-of-verizon-telephone-way/ 
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Commercial Facilities Sector 
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43. September 15, KATU 2 Portland – (Oregon) Hummers vandalized at local 
dealership’s lot, FBI stepping in. Vandals in Portland targeted over a dozen expensive 
SUVs overnight Sunday, throwing acid or paint stripper that damaged the exteriors. 
Police said no one has claimed responsibility and there is no indication of how many 
people were involved. The damage is to as many as 15 cars, mostly Hummer models 
for sale at the Vic Alfonso Cadillac Dealership in Northeast Portland. Paint could be 
seen peeling off the exterior of one car and others were streaked and stained. The 
Portland Police Bureau has confirmed that 15 vehicles were damaged. Detectives 
investigating the case have not released any suspect information. However, they did 
confirm that agents from the Federal Bureau of Investigation are helping in the 
investigation. A sociology professor at Portland State University indicated that this 
could be the effort of an eco-terrorism group. “The environmental groups don’t 
typically kill anybody,” he said, “but they can cause millions of dollars in damages to 
property so they get the full attention of federal law enforcement for that reason.” The 
Earth Liberation Front said on its Web site that it is not claiming responsibility, but said 
that the act is “an evident response to the impact SUVs and Hummers have on the 
environment.” Police said there is a possibility that the incident was not an act of so-
called eco-terrorism and that anyone could have damaged the vehicles. 
Source: http://www.katu.com/news/59278337.html 

For another story, see item 18  
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National Monuments and Icons Sector 

44. September 15, San Francisco Chronicle – (California) More time needed to decide 
which parks to close. Neighborhood watch-style groups will have to do the work of 
rangers to prevent illegal activity in closed state parks unless voters approve a vehicle 
license fee or some other method is found to save the beleaguered park system, officials 
and park supporters said Tuesday. California State Parks officials — who had planned 
to tell the public this week which state parks were going to be closed this year due to 
budget cuts — admitted Tuesday that the job of determining which parks to shutter is 
more complicated than they thought it would be. As a result, they indefinitely delayed 
naming the 100 parks to be closed. They also said they did not know when the closures 
will occur. One big problem, officials said, is that they do not know exactly how they 
are going to keep the public out of closed state parks and beaches. Officials fear a free-
for-all among squatters and ruffians for dibs on thousands of acres of unpatrolled 
parkland. “That’s the difficulty and also the worry as we try to come up with a list of 
closures,” said a state parks spokesman. “It’s pretty impossible to close (many of the 
beaches and parks) or put a fence around them. People are probably going to go there. 
We hope they are careful and don’t put themselves at risk.” 
Source: http://www.sfgate.com/cgi-
bin/article.cgi?f=/c/a/2009/09/16/MNVP19N26J.DTL&tsp=1 
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Dams Sector 

45. September 16, Greensboro News-Record – (North Carolina) City to replace sickly 
dam. The dam at Lake Townsend, North Carolina is barely 40 years old — the prime 
of life for many such behemoths of concrete, brick and steel. But a nasty sort of 
chemical decomposition has infected the dam’s concrete, the major bulwark holding 
back the billions of gallons of water in Greensboro’s largest reservoir. Now, 
Greensboro is in the early stages of a $34 million project to replace the existing dam 
with a new one directly behind it. City officials and private engineers did not take the 
step lightly, but considered every possible way to save the original dam before deciding 
it was futile, said the director of the city’s Department of Water Resources. “The 
conclusion was that if we wanted to spend our money wisely, we really had to build a 
new dam,” he said. “We’re confident that when we get this done, we’ll have something 
that will be permanent for at least 50 to 80 years.” One bright spot for city taxpayers is 
that with the slow economy, the project is costing Greensboro about 30 percent less 
than it might have in a more active building market. City administrators estimated it 
would cost $50 million, based on experience with other large structures. The project 
includes an already complete $12 million pump station in place of one atop the old 
dam’s decaying concrete. Townsend’s concrete base began showing unusual wear only 
20 years after it was built because of ASR, a chemical interaction not understood until 
several decades later. Engineers now know ASR triggers reactions inside the concrete, 
forming a troublesome paste that eventually destroys concrete from the inside out.  
Source: http://www.news-
record.com/content/2009/09/16/article/city_to_replace_sickly_dam 

46. September 16, Statesman Journal – (Oregon) Monitoring system for dam 
considered. Silverton city officials are considering a remote monitoring system for the 
Silver Creek Dam which would include multiple surveillance cameras, sensors and 
probes to record data continuously. The two-part system would provide another way to 
visually monitor the dam while also collecting data that could alert officials to signs of 
a potential dam failure. The person who offered a presentation about the system to the 
city council Monday night said the system would be a practical, cost- effective way to 
remotely monitor the dam. The cost could range from $20,000 for a simple system to 
$50,000 for something more sophisticated, he said. He said it’s an “off- the-grid” 
system, meaning it would run off standard electricity, but would have the ability to 
stand on its own if power lines were cut. The system could provide 24-hour 
surveillance. In addition to keeping tabs on the dam, cameras could also be set up 
around the reservoir to help police monitor the site. “For the last two budget cycles, 
we’ve said the remote monitoring system is what we need for the two most likely dam 
failure scenarios which are overtopping and piping,” the city manager said. The city 
currently has some funds set aside for an early warning system and has been trying to 
secure grants for the project for several years, officials said. “Remote monitoring we 
could do right now with the money we have on hand, but if you do that it’s going to 
forgo your ability in the future to go after a federal grant because you already spent 
your matching money,” he said. The council plans to discuss the remote monitoring 
system again at its October meeting. 

http://www.news-record.com/content/2009/09/16/article/city_to_replace_sickly_dam
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Source: 
http://www.statesmanjournal.com/article/20090916/COMMUNITIES/909160403/1132 

47. September 15, KEPR 19 Pasco – (Washington) KID: Rock maybe not the best 
sealant. A leak here, some seepage there, this was not a good summer for the 
Kennewick Irrigation District (KID) in Washington. But the district aims to do better 
next year. On Tuesday, it decided to investigate whether rock used to seal canals last 
winter needs to be improved. At least two of the areas that had seepage in the last few 
months had been re-enforced. Specifically, KID wants to see if there is enough clay in 
the rock. Other canals re-enforced by it were not a problem this season — and are 
expected to last ten to twenty years without repairs. 
Source: http://www.keprtv.com/news/59409482.html 

For another story, see item 25  
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